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On Violence Hannah Arendt Raiisa
Four thought-provoking political essays by the author of
The Origins of Totalitarianism. Taking an in-depth look at
the tumult of the 1960s and ’70s, one of the great
political philosophers of our era examines how these
crises challenged the American form of government.
“Lying in Politics” is a penetrating analysis of the
Pentagon Papers that deals with the role of imagemaking and public relations. “Civil Disobedience”
examines various opposition movements, from the
Freedom Riders to the war resisters to the
segregationists. And in two additional essays, Hannah
Arendt delves into issues of revolution and violence.
Wise and insightful, these pieces offer historical
perspective on problems and controversies that still
plague the United States in the twenty-first century.
"Peg Birmingham's reading of Arendt's work is absolutely
unique. She seeks nothing less than an ontological
foundation of the political, and in particular, the notion of
human rights." -- Bernard Flynn, The New School for
Social Research Hannah Arendt's most important
contribution to political thought may be her well-known
and often-cited notion of the "right to have rights." In this
incisive and wide-ranging book, Peg Birmingham
explores the theoretical and social foundations of
Arendt's philosophy on human rights. Devoting special
consideration to questions and issues surrounding
Arendt's ideas of common humanity, human
responsibility, and natality, Birmingham formulates a
more complex view of how these basic concepts support
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Arendt's theory of human rights. Birmingham considers
Arendt's key philosophical works along with her literary
writings, especially those on Walter Benjamin and Franz
Kafka, to reveal the extent of Arendt's commitment to
humanity even as violence, horror, and pessimism
overtook Europe during World War II and its aftermath.
This current and lively book makes a significant
contribution to philosophy, political science, and
European intellectual history.
The author explores the nature of violence and its
relationship to war, politics, and power
A reinterpretation of the political thought of Hannah
Arendt, strengthening Arendt's claim to be regarded as
one of the most significant political thinkers of the
twentieth century.
Hannah Arendt was one of the foremost political
theorists of the twentieth century to wrestle with the role
of violence in public life. Yet remarkably, despite the fact
that it was perhaps the most pressing issue of her era,
this theme in her work has rarely been explored. In
Violence and Power in the Thought of Hannah Arendt,
Caroline Ashcroft deepens our understanding of Arendt's
conception of the role of violence, offering a critical
reading of her work and using it as a provocation to think
about how we might engage with contemporary ideas.
Arendt has generally been thought to exclude acts of
violence from "the political," based on her supposed
idealization of ancient democratic politics. Ashcroft
argues that Arendt has been widely misunderstood by
both critics and advocates on this. By examining Arendt's
thought on violence in key examples of political practice
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such as modern Jewish politics, the politics of Greece
and Rome, and the French and American revolutions,
Ashcroft reveals a more pragmatic notion of the place of
violence in the political. She argues that what Arendt
opposes in political violence is the use of force to
determine politics, an idea central to modern
sovereignty. What Arendt criticizes is not violence as
such, but the misuse of violence and misunderstandings
of politics which exclude participatory power altogether.
This work also engages with a wider set of concerns in
political theory by obliging us to rethink the relations
between violence and politics. Arendt's work offers a way
to bridge the gulf between sovereign or realist politics
and nonhierarchical, nonviolent participatory politics, and
thus offers valuable resources for contemporary political
theory.
Genocidal wars, concentration camps, firebombed cities,
spreading plagues of private blood-letting: the twentieth
century has seen more than its fair share of violence,
planned and unplanned, with prospects of still more to
come. And yet, argues John Keane, among the
paradoxes of this long century of violence is the paucity
of imaginative reflection on the conceptual meaning,
cause and effects, and ethical-political implications of
violence itself. Comparable to Hannah Arendt's classic
On Violence, Keane's book challenges this indifference.
It throws fresh light on the notion that we are drifting
towards a "new middle ages" marked by uncivil wars
sanctioned by decentralized powers—warlords,
gangsters, sects—which the modern state was supposed
to eliminate. John Keane shows how the term "violence"
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is riddled with ambiguities, and he confronts the
argument, stretching back from St Augustine to Freud,
that violence is rooted in "human nature." Rejecting
simple-minded pacifism, he goes on to formulate a
theory of "uncivil society" and to examine the practical
possibilities for greater civility. Above all, he insists that
political philosophy and democratic politics must urgently
address the issue of violence, not only because of the
terrible crimes committed during the century now
drawing to a close, but also because we are witnessing
the significant growth of a new "politics of civility" aimed
at publicizing and reducing a range of specific forms of
violence, from rape and child abuse to ethnic conflict and
uncivil war.
Recently there has been an extraordinary international
revival of interest in Hannah Arendt. She was extremely
perceptive about the dark tendencies in contemporary
life that continue to plague us. She developed a concept
of politics and public freedom that serves as a critical
standard for judging what is wrong with politics today.
Richard J. Bernstein argues that Arendt should be read
today because her penetrating insights help us to think
about both the darkness of our times and the sources of
illumination. He explores her thinking about
statelessness and refugees; the right to have rights; her
critique of Zionism; the meaning of the banality of evil;
the complex relations between truth, lying, power, and
violence; the tradition of the revolutionary spirit; and the
urgent need for each of us to assume responsibility for
our political lives. This short and very readable book will
be of great interest to anyone who wants to understand
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the forces that are shaping our world today.

Hannah Arendt first argued the continuities between
the age of European imperialism and the age of
fascism in Europe in 'The Origins of Totalitarianism'.
This text uses Arendt's insights as a starting point for
further investigations into the ways in which race,
imperialism, slavery and genocide are linked.
Responding to the increasingly influential role of
Hannah Arendt’s political philosophy in recent
years, Hannah Arendt and the Limits of Total
Domination: The Holocaust, Plurality, and
Resistance, critically engages with Arendt’s
understanding of totalitarianism. According to
Arendt, the main goal of totalitarianism was total
domination; namely, the virtual eradication of human
legality, morality, individuality, and plurality. This
attempt, in her view, was most fully realized in the
concentration camps, which served as the major
"laboratories" for the regime. While Arendt focused
on the perpetrators’ logic and drive, Michal Aharony
examines the perspectives and experiences of the
victims and their ability to resist such an experiment.
The first book-length study to juxtapose Arendt’s
concept of total domination with actual testimonies of
Holocaust survivors, this book calls for
methodological pluralism and the integration of the
voices and narratives of the actors in the
construction of political concepts and theoretical
systems. To achieve this, Aharony engages with
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both well-known and non-canonical intellectuals and
writers who survived Auschwitz and Buchenwald
concentration camps. Additionally, she analyzes the
oral testimonies of survivors who are largely
unknown, drawing from interviews conducted in
Israel and in the U.S., as well as from videotaped
interviews from archives around the world. Revealing
various manifestations of unarmed resistance in the
camps, this study demonstrates the persistence of
morality and free agency even under the most
extreme and de-humanizing conditions, while
cautiously suggesting that absolute domination is
never as absolute as it claims or wishes to be.
Scholars of political philosophy, political science,
history, and Holocaust studies will find this an
original and compelling book.
This work presents both the range of Arendt’s
political thought and the patterns of controversy it
has elicited. The essays are arranged in six parts
around important themes in Arendt’s work:
totalitarianism and evil; narrative and history; the
public world and personal identity; action and power;
justice, equality, and democracy; and thinking and
judging. Despite such thematic diversity, virtually all
the contributors have made an effort to build bridges
between interest-driven politics and Arendt’s
Hellenic/existential politics. Although some are quite
critical of the way Arendt develops her theory, most
sympathize with her project of rescuing politics from
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both the foreshortening glance of the philosopher
and its assimilation to social and biological
processes. This volume treats Arendt’s work as an
imperfect, somewhat time-bound but still invaluable
resource for challenging some of our most tenacious
prejudices about what politics is and how to study it.
The following eminent Arendt scholars have
contributed chapters to this book: Ronald Beiner,
Margaret Canovan, Elisabeth Young-Bruehl, Seyla
Benhabib, Jürgen Habermas, Hanna Pitkin, and
Sheldon Wolin.
Renowned in the disciplines of political theory and
philosophy, Hannah Arendt’s searing critiques of
modernity continue to resonate in other fields of
thought decades after she wrote them. In
Communication Ethics in Dark Times: Hannah
Arendt’s Rhetoric of Warning and Hope, author
Ronald C. Arnett offers a groundbreaking
examination of fifteen of Arendt’s major scholarly
works, considering the German writer’s
contributions to the areas of rhetoric and
communication ethics for the first time. Arnett
focuses on Arendt’s use of the phrase “dark times”
to describe the mistakes of modernity, defined by
Arendt as the post-Enlightenment social conditions,
discourses, and processes ruled by principles of
efficiency, progress, and individual autonomy. These
principles, Arendt argues, have led humanity down a
path of folly, banality, and hubris. Throughout his
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interpretive evaluation, Arnett illuminates the
implications of Arendt’s persistent metaphor of
“dark times” and engages the question, How might
communication ethics counter the tenets of dark
times and their consequences? A compelling study
of Hannah Arendt’s most noteworthy works and
their connections to the fields of rhetoric and
communication ethics, Communication Ethics in
Dark Times provides an illuminating introduction for
students and scholars of communication ethics and
rhetoric, and a tool with which experts may discover
new insights, connections, and applications to these
fields. Top Book Award for Philosophy of
Communication Ethics by Communication Ethics
Division of the National Communication Association,
2013
Hannah Arendt was famously resistant to both
psychoanalysis and feminism. Nonetheless,
psychoanalytic feminist theory can offer a new
interpretive strategy for deconstructing her equally
famous opposition between the social and the
political. Supplementing critical readings of Arendt's
most significant texts (including The Human
Condition, On Revolution, Rahel Varnhagen, The
Origins of Totalitarianism, Eichmann in Jerusalem,
and The Life of the Mind) with the insights of
contemporary psychoanalytic, feminist, and social
theorists, Norma Claire Moruzzi reconstitutes the
relationship in Arendt's texts between constructed
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social identity and political agency. Moruzzi uses
Julia Kristeva's writings on abjection to clarify the
textual dynamic in Arendt's work that constructs the
social as a natural threat; Joan Riviere's and Mary
Ann Doane's work on feminine masquerade amplify
the theoretical possibilities implicit in Arendt's own
discussion of the public, political mask. In a bold
interdisciplinary synthesis, Moruzzi develops the
social applications of a concept (the mask) Arendt
had described as limited to the strictly political realm:
a new conception of (political) agency as (social)
masquerade, traced through the marginal but
emblematic textual figures who themselves enact the
politics of social identity.
What does a truly democratic experience of political
action look like today? In this provocative new work,
Adriana Cavarero weighs in on contemporary
debates about the relationship between democracy,
happiness, and dissent. Drawing on Arendt's
understanding of politics as a participatory
experience, but also discussing texts by Émile Zola,
Elias Canetti, Boris Pasternak, and Roland Barthes,
along with engaging Judith Butler, Cavarero
proposes a new view of democracy, based not on
violence, but rather on the spontaneous experience
of a plurality of bodies coming together in public.
Expanding on the themes explored in previous
works, Cavarero offers a timely intervention into
current thinking about the nature of democracy,
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suggesting that its emergence thrives on the
nonviolent creativity of a widespread, participatory,
and relational power that is shared horizontally
rather than vertically. From digital democracy to
selfies to contemporary protest movements,
Cavarero argues that we need to rethink our focus
on individual happiness and turn toward
rediscovering the joyful emotions of birth through
plural interaction. Yes, let us be happy, she urges,
but let us do so publicly, politically, together.
Is politics really nothing more than power relations,
competing interests and claims for recognition,
conflicting assertions of "simple" truths? No thinker
has argued more passionately against this narrow
view than Hannah Arendt, and no one has more to
say to those who bring questions of meaning,
identity, value, and transcendence to our
impoverished public life. This volume brings leading
figures in philosophy, political theory, intellectual
history, and literary theory into a dialogue about
Arendt's work and its significance for today's
fractious identity politics, public ethics, and civic life.
For each essay -- on the fate of politics in a
postmodern, post-Marxist era; on the connection of
nonfoundationalist ethics and epistemology to
democracy; on the conditions conducive to a vital
public sphere; on the recalcitrant problems of
violence and evil -- the volume includes extended
responses, and a concluding essay by Martin Jay
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responding to all the others. Ranging from feminism
to aesthetics to the discourse of democracy, the
essays explore how an encounter with Arendt
reconfigures, disrupts, and revitalizes what passes
for public debate in our day. Together they forcefully
demonstrate the power of Arendt's work as a
splendid provocation and a living resource.
In an interview with Günther Gaus for German
television in 1964, Hannah Arendt insisted that she
was not a philosopher but a political theorist.
Disillusioned by the cooperation of German
intellectuals with the Nazis, she said farewell to
philosophy when she fled the country. This book
examines Arendt's ideas about thinking, acting and
political responsibility, investigating the relationship
between the life of the mind and the life of action that
preoccupied Arendt throughout her life. By joining in
the conversation between Arendt and Gaus, each
contributor probes her ideas about thinking and
judging and their relation to responsibility, power and
violence. An insightful and intelligent treatment of the
work of Hannah Arendt, this volume will appeal to a
wide number of fields beyond political theory and
philosophy, including law, literary studies, social
anthropology and cultural history.
Hannah Arendt's (1906-1975) writings, both in public
magazines and in her important books, are still
widely studied today. She made original
contributions in political thinking that still astound
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readers and critics alike. The subject of several films
and numerous books, colloquia, and newspaper
articles, Arendt remains a touchstone in innumerable
debates about the use of violence in politics, the
responsibility one has under dictatorships and
totalitarianism, and how to combat the repetition of
the horrors of the past. The Bloomsbury Companion
to Arendt offers the definitive guide to her writings
and ideas, her influences and commentators, as well
as the reasons for her lasting significance, with 66
original essays taking up in accessible terms the
myriad ways in which one can take up her work and
her continuing importance. These essays, written by
an international set of her best readers and
commentators, provides a comprehensive coverage
of her life and the contexts in which her works were
written. Special sections take up chapters on each of
her key writings, the reception of her work, and key
ways she interpreted those who influenced her. If
one has come to Arendt from one of her essays on
freedom, or from yet another bombastic account of
her writings on Adolph Eichmann, or as as student or
professor working in the field of Arendt studies, this
book provides the ideal tool for thinking with and
rediscovering one of the most important intellectuals
of the past century. But just as importantly,
contributors advance the study of Arendt into
neglected areas, such as on science and ecology, to
demonstrate her importance not just to debates in
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which she was well known, but those touched off
only after her death. Arendt's approaches as well as
her concrete claims about the political have much to
offer given the current ecological and refugee crises,
among others. In sum, then, the Companion
provides a tool for thinking with Arendt, but also for
showing just where those thinking with her can take
her work today.
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A collection of writings by a groundbreaking political
thinker, including excerpts from The Origins of
Totalitarianism and Eichmann in Jerusalem She was
a Jew born in Germany in the early twentieth
century, and she studied with the greatest German
minds of her day—Martin Heidegger and Karl Jaspers
among them. After the rise of the Nazis, she
emigrated to America where she proceeded to write
some of the most searching, hard-hitting reflections
on the agonizing issues of the time: totalitarianism in
both Nazi and Stalinist garb; Zionism and the legacy
of the Holocaust; federally mandated school
desegregation and civil rights in the United States;
and the nature of evil. The Portable Hannah Arendt
offers substantial excerpts from the three works that
ensured her international and enduring stature: The
Origins of Totalitarianism, The Human Condition,
and Eichmann in Jerusalem. Additionally, this
volume includes several other provocative essays,
as well as her correspondence with other influential
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figures.
Hannah Arendt: Radical Conservative paints a broad
picture of the personal traits and professional
achievements in the work of an extremely complex
iconographic figure in twentieth-century intellectual
life. Writing about Hannah Arendt is an exercise in
the biographic intersecting with the academic. It is an
effort to bring together contexts of work with contents
of thought. This volume was written in response to
continuing interest in her work and also to the bitter
and sometimes emotional attacks of her toughest
critics. Horowitz emphasizes her unique
contributions to political philosophy. Hannah Arendt
has been described in many ways. She has been
called a feminist, a dedicated worker for and writer
about Jewish causes, a German advocate of its
highest aspirations and assumed superiority to just
about any other linguistic and national tradition, and
a person whose very name is identified with antiNazism. Irving Louis Horowitz conveys the passion
Hannah Arendt's scholarship has elicited as well as
the diversity of her writings. Hannah Arendt's career
is a lesson in the life of the human mind. Her
reflections on our political universe are both
interesting and compelling. Those who identify
themselves firmly within a single tradition or culture
may escape the problem of relativism, but they also
suffer the problem of absolutism. This long-standing
tension between traditions, cultures, and systems is
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what Horowitz has taken from Arendt's writings. Her
sense of nuance has made her a compelling figure in
twentieth-century ideas and a controversial voice
well into the twenty-first century. Earlier Comments
on the Life and Work of Hannah Arendt: "A political
theorist with a flair for grand historical generalization,
Hannah Arendt exhibited the conceptual brio of a
cultivated intellectual, the conscientious learning of a
German-trained scholar, and the undaunted spirit of
an exile who had confronted some of the worst
horrors of European tyranny. Her life was enriched
by innovative thought... Although her books
addressed a general audience from the standpoint of
disinterested universalism. Jewishness was an
irrepressible feature of her experience as well as a
condition that she never sought to repudiate."
—Stephen J. Whitfield, Brandeis University "Arendt
remains one of the most original, challenging and
influential political thinkers of the 20th century and
her work will no doubt continue to provide inspiration
for political philosophy as we enter the 21st century."
—Majid Yar, Lancaster University, UK "Politics was
the engrossing occupation of Hannah's life. Her
fondness for the art of foundation, and the political
geniuses who framed new sets of laws perhaps
reflects the importance she gave in her general
thinking to beginning and beginners, to man as the
animal capable of incessant novelty, of being born
new each time as unique individual, in the repetitive
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pattern of species life." —Mary McCarthy, American
novelist "By the time of her death Hannah Arendt
had acquired an almost institutional status and was
alternatively perceived as the arbiter of America's
moral decline and as an intemperate scold. ...Arendt
insisted on remaining her own person. If she lost the
conservatives or the radicals along the way, well
then, she had no fear of traveling by herself."
—Anthony Heilbut, New York University
On ViolenceMariner Books
This edited volume focuses on what Hannah Arendt
famously called “the raison d’être of politics”: freedom.
The unique collection of essays clarifies her flagship idea
of political freedom in relation to other key Arendtian
themes such as liberation, revolution, civil disobedience,
and the right to have rights. In addressing these,
contributors to this volume juxtapose Arendt with a
number of thinkers from Isaiah Berlin, John Rawls and
Philip Pettit to Karl Marx, Frantz Fanon and Geoffroy de
Lagasnerie. They also consider the continuing relevance
of Arendt’s work to some of the most dramatic events in
recent years, including the current global refugee crisis,
the Arab uprisings of the 2010s, and the ongoing crisis of
liberal democracy in the West and beyond. Contributors
include Keith Breen, Joan Cocks, Tal Correm, Christian
J. Emden, Patrick Hayden, Kei Hiruta, Anthony F. Lang
Jr., Shmuel Lederman, Miriam Leonard, Natasha
Saunders, William Smith, and Shiyu Zhang.
?????????????;????????;?????,??????????????,???????
??????????????????????,?????“???”??????????,??????
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"Analyzes current understandings of victimhood in
discussions of child soldiers, identity politics, violent
conflict, and global responses to atrocity."-The Subject of Violence is a critical investigation of
violence and the subjectifying capacities. It both relies on
and explores the work of Hannah Arendt. At its
background are feminist concerns, but also concerns
with violence that press against the feminist problematic
and push its boundaries. The book's main project is
ethico-political "understanding" and, therefore, it is also
about finding an ethico-political language for violence
that escapes the standard idioms in which violence is
spoken. Weaving biographical fragments with theory, the
book addresses the very thinking of violence, the
possibility and implications of its comprehension,
genocide (the Nazi Judeocide in particular) and
nationalism (especially in its Zionist form), as well as
women's encounters with violence and second-wave
feminist engagement with the martial arts.
We live in a time when we are overwhelmed with talk
and images of violence. Whether on television, the
internet, films or the video screen, we can’t escape
representations of actual or fictional violence - another
murder, another killing spree in a high school or movie
theatre, another action movie filled with images of
violence. Our age could well be called “The Age of
Violence” because representations of real or imagined
violence, sometimes fused together, are pervasive. But
what do we mean by violence? What can violence
achieve? Are there limits to violence and, if so, what are
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they? In this new book Richard Bernstein seeks to
answer these questions by examining the work of five
figures who have thought deeply about violence - Carl
Schmitt, Walter Benjamin, Hannah Arendt, Frantz Fanon,
and Jan Assmann. He shows that we have much to learn
from their work about the meaning of violence in our
times. Through the critical examination of their writings
he also brings out the limits of violence. There are
compelling reasons to commit ourselves to non-violence,
and yet at the same time we have to acknowledge that
there are exceptional circumstances in which violence
can be justified. Bernstein argues that there can be no
general criteria for determining when violence is justified.
The only plausible way of dealing with this issue is to
cultivate publics in which there is free and open
discussion and in which individuals are committed to
listen to one other: when public debate withers, there is
nothing to prevent the triumph of murderous violence.
Hannah Arendt is one of the most prominent thinkers of
modern times, whose profound influence extends across
philosophy, politics, law, history, international relations,
sociology, and literature. Presenting new and powerful
ways to think about human freedom and responsibility,
Arendt's work has provoked intense debate and
controversy. 'Hannah Arendt: Key Concepts' explores
the central ideas of Arendt's thought, such as freedom,
action, power, judgement, evil, forgiveness and the
social. Bringing together an international team of
contributors, the essays provide lucid accounts of
Arendt's fundamental themes and their ethical and
political implications. The specific concepts Arendt
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deployed to make sense of the human condition, the
phenomena of political violence, terror and
totalitarianism, and the prospects of sustaining a shared
public world are all examined. 'Hannah Arendt: Key
Concepts' consolidates the disparate strands of Arendt's
thought to provide an accessible and essential guide for
anybody who wishes to gain a deeper understanding of
this leading intellectual figure.
Critique of Violence is a highly original and lucid
investigation of the heated controversy between
poststructuralism and critical theory. Leading theorist
Beatrice Hanssen uses Walter Benjamin's essay
'Critique of Violence' as a guide to analyse the
contentious debate, shifting the emphasis from struggle
to dialogue between the two parties. Regarding the
questions of critique and violence as the major meeting
points between both traditions, Hanssen positions herself
between the two in an effort to investigate what critical
theory and poststructuralism have to offer each other. In
the course of doing so, she assembles imaginative new
readings of Benjamin, Arendt, Fanon and Foucault, and
incisively explores the politics of recognition, the violence
of language, and the future of feminist theory. This
groundbreaking book will be essential reading for all
students of continental philosophy, political theory, social
studies and comparative literature. Also available in this
series: Essays on Otherness Hb: 0-415-13107-3: £50.00
Pb: 0-415-13108-1: £15.99 Hegel After Derrida Hb:
0-415-17104-4: £50.00 Pb: 0-415-17105-9: £15.99 The
Hypocritical Imagination Hb: 0-415-21361-4: £47.50 Pb:
0-415-21362-2: £15.99 Philosophy and Tragedy Hb:
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0-415-19141-6: £45.00 Pb: 0-415-19142-4: £14.99
Textures of Light Hb: 0-415-14273-3: £42.50 Pb:
0-415-14274-1: £13.99 Very Little ... Almost Nothing Pb:
0-415-12821-8: £47.50 Pb: 0-415-12822-6: £15.99
Hannah Arendt argued that the “political” is best
understood as a power relation between private and
public realms, and that storytelling is a vital bridge
between these realms—a site where individualized
passions and shared perspectives are contested and
interwoven. Jackson explores and expands Arendt’s
ideas through a cross-cultural analysis of storytelling that
includes Kuranko stories from Sierra Leone, Aboriginal
stories of the stolen generation, stories recounted before
the South African Truth and Reconciliation Commission,
and stories of refugees, renegades, and war veterans.
Focusing on the violent and volatile conditions under
which stories are and are not told, and exploring the
various ways in which narrative reworkings of reality
enable people to symbolically alter subject-object
relations, Jackson shows how storytelling may restore
existential viability to the intersubjective fields of self and
other, self and state, self and situation.
DIVAn interdisciplinary collection of primary texts on the
subject of violence, from Freud to Gramsci to Foucault,
from Ghandi to Osama bin Laden. The editors'
introductions frame the texts within questions of how
violence is generated and perpetuated in so/div
?????????????,??????????,??????,??????,?????,?????,?
????????????
Traces the life of the German-born philosopher,
describes the influences on her work, and discusses her
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major writings
While acknowledging Hannah Arendt's keen
philosophical and political insights, Kathryn T. Gines
claims that there are some problematic assertions and
oversights regarding Arendt’s treatment of the "Negro
question." Gines focuses on Arendt's reaction to the
desegregation of Little Rock schools, to laws making
mixed marriages illegal, and to the growing civil rights
movement in the south. Reading them alongside
Arendt's writings on revolution, the human condition,
violence, and responses to the Eichmann war crimes
trial, Gines provides a systematic analysis of anti-black
racism in Arendt’s work.
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